
 April 13-16, 1986 
 
 
 
 NOTE FOR THE RECORD 
 
 
Subject: Follow-up Visits/Dialogues in Village Organizations of Gupis/Yasin Areas. 
 
 
Participants: MG (SSK, AB & IAH), Mr. Jamil Ahmed (JA) and Mr. Amin Zia (AZ). 
 
 
Brief facts about the VOs visited: 
 
Hanzel VO  19,500 feet irrigation channel under construction by 30 members of Hanzel Bala. 

The Hanzel Payeen members have stopped taking interest in the construction of the 
channel according to the President Mohammad Yar. The Manager was away at 
Gilgit. Due to road block, the group took time to traverse the length of the irrigation 
channel under construction. Trees have been planted along the irrigation channel 
where water has been brought up. The water needs to be piped at a point and the 
villagers are awaiting sanction for the pipe which was not included in the original 
estimates. 

 
Yangel VO  Organization formed   May 1983 
   Households    33 
   Members    58 
   Savings accumulated   Rs.23,500 
   PPI completed    Irrigation Reservoir 
        80'x40'x10' 
 
   Last instalment still due 
 
   President    Zorawar Khan 
   Manager    Gul Azar 
   Members present   35 

    Livestock specialist   Muhammad Beg who refused to lower his 
fees despite entreaties by VO members. 

 
   The President of the women section expressed an interest in nursery development. 
 
Molaabad VO  Households    39 
   Members    56 
   Savings accumulated   Rs.18,300 
   PPI     Suspension bridge at an estimate cost of 

Rs.167,000 
 
   Date of commencement 21.1.1986 
   Expected date of September 1986 
   completion 
   President    Syed Amir Hassan 
   Manager    Sher Ghazi 
   Members present   45 
 



The VO members are contributing towards the construct the project by taking lower wages. The local skilled 
labour is being paid per day compared to Rs.50, unskilled labour Rs. 10 compared to Rs.25 and giving free 
labour one day in a week. 
 
   Livestock specialist  Muhammad Raziq 
   Plant protection splt  Mirza Nadir 
 
Roshan VO  Households   70 
   Members   80 
   Savings accumulated  Rs. 21,189 
   PPI    Irrigation reservoir completed at an estimated cost 

of Rs.96,090. The final instalment of Rs.32,020 
awaiting payment subject to final inspection and 
approval by the Engineering Unit. 

 
   Only 17 members present out of 80. A dormant VO with hardly an activist. 
 
   Fertilizer loan of Rs.3,00+500 interest outstanding against the VO. Consequently 

request for supply of fertilizer for the current crop, not entertained by SOU. 
 
Gupis VO  The VO has been split into four and more than 200 members met the MG 

representing the following VOs: 
 
   (a) Darot Households  39 
      Members 64 
      Savings  Rs.8,146 
      President Mast Khan 
      Manager Sherullah 
 
   (b) Gupis Households  90 
    Central Members  90 
      Savings  Rs.12,824 
      President Ramzan Shah 
      Manager Yadgar Khan 
 
   (c) Dodoshot Households 87 
      Members 90 
      Savings  Rs.14,000 
      President Gulsher Khan 
      Manager Durdana Khan 
 
The members of the fourth VO Hamardas were scheduled to meet the MG in the afternoon. Raja Sahib of 
Gupis was also present. The MG was informed that rehabilitation work on the irrigation channel has been 
recommended from 25.3.1`986 and 20 members from each of the four VOs are working on the channel every 
day. They expect to complete the work by May 15, 1986. They also promised to fully participate in the AKRSP 
package. It was a welcome change after a dormancy of nearly two years. 
 
Khonakai VO  Households    60 
   Members    63 
   PPI     Irrigation channel under construction at an 

estimated cost of Rs.147,505 on which 
work commenced on 24.11.85. 

   President    Sifat Jan 
   Manager    Jan Muhammad 



 
More than 50 members were present and the VO enthusiastically expressed their desire to participate in the 
AKRSP package specially livestock development, nursery development, maize cultivation, introduction of new 
fodder crop and integrated farm for women. AB dispelled apprehensions of the members due to the death of a 
cow after protective vaccination. 
 
Khalti VO  Households    53 
   Members    53 
   Savings     Rs. 9,000 
   PPI     26 fields reclaimed from Khalti lake after 

using explosives worth Rs.53,986 
provided by AKRSP. 

   President    Biloor Khan 
   Manager    M. Nazir Shah 
 
A sum of Rs.190,000 has been promised by LB&RD for construction of an irrigation channel. The VO 
requested for assistance in surveying the channel. Also enquired about the land development loan after the 
channel is completed. 
 
Khomas VO  Households    36 
   Savings     Rs. 11,000 
    
   Holding joint meetings with VO Khalti and are jointly constructing the irrigation 

channel. 
 
Jandrote VO  Households    36 
   Members    36 
   Savings     Rs.10,780 
   PPI     Irrigation reservoir 
 
Though completed not being used due to the absence of an outlet valve which is estimated to cost Rs.1,500. 
 
   President    Durdana Khan 
   Manager    Jan Bahadur 
 
About 19 members were present. Apparently a dormant VO. SOU should provide the valve to enable them to 
make use of Rs.111,000 reservoir. Mirza Khan, Plant Protection Specialist promised to spray the apple trees 
and maize crop this year. Mahboob Alam, brother of the former President of the VO Sarfaraz Khan undertook 
to make the VO active again. 
 
Harmar Dass  Households    34 
   Members    34 
   Savings     Rs. 8,225 
   President    Saeed Hussain Zarabi 
   Manager    Dure Alam 
   Members present   25 
 
 
Dure Alam recounted the history of the Gupis irrigation channel and why they decide to separate from the 
main organisation. Although separate, they are participating in the rehabilitation of the channel where each 
one of their members had been allotted 9 kanals of land. Some members have already sold their allotment at 
Rs.500 per kanal to others. Previously the land was considered value-less but with the completion of the 
channel, though without water, the value of land has appreciated and with the arrival of water, it is expected to 
appreciate further more. They requested for the training of their livestock and plant protection specialists. They 



also requested for land development loan and technical assistance in developing the land. They also 
requested for survey of Chatori nallah irrigation channel. 
 
Gindai VO  Households   75 
   Members   75 
   Savings    Rs.12,640 
   PPI    Irrigation channel completed at an estimated cost 

of Rs.45,340 which has resulted in increased 
supply of water to the existing land enabling them 
to develop the crop area and also new tree 
plantation. 

 
   President   Adina Beg 
   Manager   Molvi Fullee Khan 
 
   Livestock Specialist  Purdam Khan 
 
Complained about the non-cooperation of the members. After a lively debate, everyone promised to 
cooperate with him. More than 65 members were present including the President of Damalgan VO and 
another member who complained about the inactivity of their VO which has 29 members and savings of 
Rs.6,600 only. The MG promised to visit their VO next time. 
 
Taus Payeen  
VO   Formation of   April 8, 1983 
   organisation 
   Meetings held    144 
   Households   120 
   Members   107 
   Savings   Rs.70,674 + 15,000 from scheme    
    Total Rs.85,674 
 
   PPI    Protective bund 500 feet in length at an estimated 

cost of Rs.113,000. 
   Livestock   Amir Beg working satisfactorily 
   Specialist 
   Plant Protection   Yousuf ... requested assistance 
   specialist   from AKRSP for prevention of coddling moth. 
   President   Muhammad Yasin 
   Manager   Ibrahim Khan 
 
In the dialogue, a request was made for a loan of Rs.150,000 for purchase of tractor, thresher and plough and 
trolley. More than Rs.20,000 are being paid as hire charges for threshing. The tractor would also be used for 
ploughing which is at present costing Rs.80 per acre. There was also potential for hiring the tractor for building 
material and for bringing provision from Gilgit for 30 shops in and around the area. A committee of four 
members and a separate tractor account has already been opened by the VO. The tractor loan was 
sanctioned as requested. 
 
Taus Dass VO  Date of formation  23.12.1983 
   Meetings held   90 
   Households   42 
   Memberships   42 
   President   Dilawar Khan (Distt. Councillor) 
   Manager   Mulvi Qaisar 
   PPI    Extension and widening of Gujar Nallah Kohl. 



 
One Alam Shah objected to the proposed project on the ground that the kohl was passing through his land 
and the VO was refusing to give him water. The VO members undertook to give him water for his 5 kanals 
plot once the kohl is widened and extended. The Manager was asked to come to Gilgit to receive the first 
instalment as the VO members wanted to start work as soon as possible. 
 
Nearly 100 members attended the dialogue of Taus Payeen and Dass VOs. 
 
Taus Bala VO  Date of formation  April 1984 
   Households   80 
   Members   86 
   Savings    Rs.47,000 
   PPI    Widening and extension of irrigation channel at an 

estimated cost of Rs.106,000 of which a saving of 
Rs.16,000 was effected. This has resulted in 
increased water for irrigation and consequently 
productivity. 

   President   Fateh Gul 
   Manager   Haji Fullah 
 
who read out the proceedings of the last VO meeting in chaste Urdu. A request was made by VO for training 
of livestock specialist and also a marketing specialist. A request was also made for provision of a jeep for the 
SO to enable him to discharge his duties more efficiently. About 40 members were present in this meeting. 
 
 
Sandi Bala, Paeen 
and Dal VOs  Nearly 80/90 members of the VOs were present 
    in the dialogue. Sandi Paeen complained against ineffectiveness of the 
insecticides provided to the plant protection specialist. It has 122 households and 79 members with Nadir Jan 
as President and Khush Ahmad Shah as Manager. Adina Aman is their livestock specialist and they have 
accumulated a savings of Rs.62,238. They informed AB of the success of the feed improvement programme 
because the cow had put on weight but complained about the drying of milk. Some others complained about 
abortion due to vaccination. There was demand for poultry vaccination. They also expressed an interest in 
marketing. 
 
Sandi Bala VO Households 110 and has 120 members with accumulated savings of Rs.98,560. Azam Khan 

is the VO President and Karam Shah its Manager. 
 
Allegations were made against the Manager for mis-management, distribution of marketing loan without VO's 
approval and withdrawal of savings funds for payment of outstanding marketing loan without the consent of 
the VO members. Murad Ali Shah, a member launched the attack against the office bearers. The livestock 
specialist Gamburi Shah complained against non-cooperation of the members who in turn alleged poor 
service. Obviously the organisation ridden with factionalism and disputes and unless they agree to bury their 
disputes, the VO can make little progress despite impressive savings. 
 
Sandi Dal VO The VO is comparatively much better organised and ahead of the other two VOs. 
 
The women's branch also invited the MG to meet them and nearly 100 women were present. Quroos Bibi 
their President informed the MG of their savings of Rs.17,958 including Rs.5,500, they made by sale of 131 
pillow quilts. They requested for 800 kg of polyester. They also requested for chicks available from UNDP 
which are reported to cost only Rs.10 per chick. The women expressed an interest in nursery development 
and an integrated farm. NS/ZA might like to visit this organisation during their visit to the area. 
 
On a query by SSK as to why the men of Sandi were not as well organised as the women, the women 



complained that the men did not listen to them. On a suggestion as to why they do not take action against 
them, the women expressed helplessness as it might result in their being sent back to their parents home. 
 
Barkulti Bala and Par VOs 
 
More than 55 members greeted the MG. Bala has 76 members and a savings of Rs.53,052. They have 
completed an irrigation reservoir  and have fully participated in the AKRSP package. Sanawar Khan is their 
President and Humayun Beg, their Manager. They requested for Rs.100,000 as land development loan to 
develop a nursery for providing more than 100,000 plants both fruit and forest to the adjoining villages and on 
a concessional rate to their own members. They also expressed an interest in marketing. The VO was 
requested to pass a resolution for the land development loan along with a detailed plan for the nursery for 
sanction. 
 
Barkulti Payeen has 97 members and a savings of Rs.75,935. It has completed its 700 feet protective bunds 
at an estimated cost of Rs.150,350. The livestock specialist Said Akbar refused to give vaccines to members 
of the organisation and to vaccinate the animals themselves. He contended that the VO has selected him and 
the AKRSP spent money on his training on the clear understanding that he would vaccinate animals and be 
paid for his services. The members agreed to abide by his wishes. The plant protection specialist stated that 
falidal has not been effective whereas guziathian was and he urged that falidal given to him should be 
exchanged with guziathian. He also requested for a cutter for budding which was missing from his kit. The 
members also requested for poultry vaccination. A flask for carrying poultry vaccines should be provided in 
the kit in future and also to those VO specialists who come to take poultry vaccines. 
 
Barkulti Paeen VO 
 
The MG visited the land development site where more than a mile of a boundary wall was under construction 
for 1,890 kanals of land. This is an active VO and has participated fully in the AKRSP package. It has 
accumulated a savings of Rs.133,000. It has also taken a land development loan and the work is in progress. 
 
Ghansal VO 
 
It is a small VO with 16 households but it has completed an 18,000 feet long irrigation channel and already 
developed 30 kanals of the 375 kanals falling under irrigation range. The VO has also constructed an 
irrigation channel on its own to bring land adjacent to the river under protection. Its savings amounted to 
Rs.34,454. The total subsidy given to this VO amounted to only Rs.58,090. The last instalment is still to be 
paid. Since the VO has already started land development, the last instalment should be released. The plant 
protection specialist Muhammad Sharif requested for pesticides. ZA might look into this. Its President is 
Buland Khan and Manager Muhammad Faqir. 
 
Sultanabad VO 
 
It was heartening to see land being reclaimed by the VO as a result of the construction of protective bunds. 
More than 40 members greeted the MG along with Jangli Khan, Supervisor of the area and President Fazil 
Khan Shah and Manager Sher Ali Khan. There are 82 members with accumulated savings of Rs.83,949. The 
members assured the MG of their fullest cooperation and regretted their previous recalcitrant attitude. They 
informed the MG of reclaiming of land which for the last 20 years, had been lying at the mercy of the river 
floods. They also intimated the arrangements made for the repairs of the protective bunds. Forestation has 
also been started. The livestock and plant protection specialists confirmed of the cooperation they have been 
receiving from the VO members. They also expressed an interest in marketing. The problem of scabies in the 
animals, was pointed out to AB who suggested cleanliness and also promised to send the medicines to the 
VO for the purpose. A request was also made for an expert advice in the type of crops and trees suitable for 
the reclaimed land. ZA to please take appropriate action. 
 
In the end one of the members stood up and made an emotional speech addressed to SSK asking for 



forgiveness for their past attitude and assured him of their fullest cooperation in the future. 
 
 
On the way back the group visited Heyward's stone, pointed out by a small child on which Heyward's initials 
and the direction he was going were engraved. Heyward was an explorer, sponsored by the Royal 
Geographical Society who was murdered on his way to Pamirs near Darkot in the eighties of the last century. 
 
Yasin Bala VO 
 
Late in the evening, more than 50 members of the VO met the MG. It has 120 members and was formed in 
March 1983 and has accumulated a savings of Rs.34,670 in 166 meetings. There has been a dispute in this 
VO as to which was the most beneficial PPI. The irrigation channel identified by them was found technically 
not feasible by the Engineering Section. They persuaded the local administration to undertake the 
construction of that channel on which more than Rs.70,000 have now been expended and no more than one 
kilometer out of 5 kilometers has been completed and in the complete portion also no water has flowed 
because the rocky portion has not been excavated as yet. Apparently the grant of Rs.50,000 last year by the 
LB&RD for the next 4/5 years would go down the drain. The members agreed to come back to MG once they 
have agreed on the PPI. They requested for training of livestock and plant protection specialists and also 
marketing of dry fruits. They also requested for 1,000 kg of polyester for the women branch. ZA/IHM/NS may 
please take necessary actin. 
 
Morkha, Bijoyot, Noh, Moshar and Atkash VOs 
 
Nearly 100 members of the organisations met the MG at Morkha bridge. Morkha has 26 households, 37 
members and a savings of Rs.18,405. PPI is widening of channel with a grant of Rs.26,037 which has 
resulted an annual income of Rs.10,500 to the members according to President Sher Ghulam Jan, Manager 
Mirza Niaz and livestock specialist Wasi Aman. 
 
Bijayot VO  Households  47 
   Members  65 
   Savings   Rs.20,400 
 
Irrigation channel completed with Rs.120,000. Land developed, trees and rishka planted by all the members 
initially. President is Abdul Rahim and Manager Faiz Ali. 
 
Noh VO   Households  57 
   Members  57 
   Savings   Rs.11,202 
 
Irrigation channel completed but not fully used due to shortage of water at the source. Only 30 kanals 
developed by 7 members. Hasan Ali livestock specialist and Sher Muhammad, plant protection specialist 
trained but vaccination not done and trees not sprayed, though the village supervisor Ayub comes from this 
organisation, he showed his helplessness in motivating the members. 
 
Moshar VO  Households  40 
   Members  29 
   Savings   Rs.3,500 
   President  Amanullah Khan 
   Manager  Khan Gul Aman 
 
They have been awaiting the approval of their PPI for the last two years and that they pointed out as their 
main cause of dormancy. HWK to look into the matter. Apparently their savings record does not entitle them to 
a PPI. 
 



Atkash VO  Households  22 
   Members   21 
   Savings   Rs.12,293 
 
They have cemented their existing irrigation channel which has ensured regular and increased supply of 
water leading to increased productivity. Its President is Bulai Khan and Manager Siffat Khan. 
 
According to the Satellite SO, Barkat Ali Khan, these were all weak organisations. Some of the members 
alluded their dormancy to the propaganda leashed by outside Molvis against the programme. SSK spoke at 
length about the non-sectarian nature of the programme, its concept and methodology. The members 
promised to make efforts to improve their performance. Morkha members requested for plant protection and 
marketing training. Bijayote VO requested for a loan to set up a saw mill. ZA/IHM and PSO to take action. 
 
Hakis VO 
 
More than 40 members greeted the MG. The VO has 67 households with an equal number of members with 
a savings of Rs.32,730. Currently it is engaged in implementation of its 14,300 feet irrigation channel of which 
9,000 feet has been completed and water brought up to that point. They expected to complete the channel by 
November 1986. They requested for extension of the channel by another 6,000 feet which SSK promised to 
consider only when the existing channel was completed. They have received Rs.74,000 and the total cost is 
estimated to be Rs.116,000. Of the right side of the nallah, NA PwD is constructing an irrigation channel of the 
same size and dimension but shorter in length on an estimated cost of Rs.11.5 lacs. The villagers informed 
that only 5,000 feet has so far been completed although both the works started at the same time and no water 
has as yet flowed through that channel. The estimate of the channel is likely to be revised upwards. 
Shamsher Ali is the President and Janab Khan is the Manager. Khawaja Aman is the livestock and Mirza Jan 
the plant protection specialist. The members expressed satisfaction with the working of the village specialists 
and requested for poultry vaccination. AB to please supply them with a thermos free and vaccination at cost. 
The President informed the MG that they are keeping a cash balance of Rs.3,000 in case any member 
refuses to cooperate, they will pay all his savings and throw him out of the organisation. 
 
OVERALL IMPRESSION 
 
The working of the VOs in lower Gupis and Yasin areas appeared to be satisfactory for which Shah Karez 
and Barkat Ali Khan deserve commendation. However, to bring the VOs to an advanced level of 
development, the tempo of follow-up visits needs to be maintained and in some cases heightened. The 
advanced VO must carry forward the surrounding VOs with the help of villager supervisors as envisaged 
under the nucleus and cluster theory. 
 
The implementation and maintenance of completed PPIs has been highly satisfactory for which Faryad 
deserves acclaim. Abdullah Jan as his successor should keep up this good record. 
 
  


